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About This Content

This is the original soundtrack for Kenshi, including two short "making of" videos.

Track list:

Kenshi

Scorching Winds

Sands at Dusk

Fertile

The Wildgrass

As it is

Yearn for Night

Breath of the World

Bog
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Descend

Pit

Ashen Air

Approx 50 minutes of music total

NOTES ABOUT THE SOUNDTRACK

The music system in Kenshi has been designed in such a way, that as
you play through the game the engine randomly selects from a handful
of different musical elements to create new compositional excerpts. It
is this ambient approach and "non-player interactivity" of the music
that reinforces Kenshi's indifferent tone. Obviously for a traditional

Soundtrack release we can not recreate the randomization of this music
system (yet). However, we can get close and musically sculpt each

track with wide brushstrokes to capture the same feeling.

In addition to the gameplay music, the Kenshi Original Soundtrack
features the Main Title and a few other traditional recordings that

can be heard throughout the game. Put on a good set of headphones and
let the music transport you to the windy dunes, overgrown swamps, and

unexplored wilderness of Kenshi. Thank you and I hope you enjoy!
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Title: Kenshi Original Soundtrack
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Kole Audio Solutions
Release Date: 9 May, 2016
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This game is hella fun and has a great art style! It's entertaining for players of all skill levels with a low barrier entry to entry and
a high skill ceiling. Would absolutely recommend to both my casual and competitive friends!. These sons-a-♥♥♥♥♥es reward
you for perfecting a boss with an extra, even harder attack pattern from that boss...
10/10. For a Worms game presumably released after Armageddon, it's surprisingly not terrible.. Get it in the sale like I did. You
can finish it in 10 minutes - 12 levels, that's it.. I reccomend that you don't buy this game.. Got this in a bundle.

Kind of meh imo .. 2/10

Graphics - 7/10
 ~ Nice graphics, could be improved.

Music - 5/10
 ~ Music was fine, but would not listen to for long.

Gameplay - 1/10
 ~ Sometimes confusing, repetitive, all hidden-object puzzle, nothing else, not very good mechanic,
 ~ Takes a lot of focus, gets you ( your eyes ) tired fast.. The good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Hope there's more
Triv in the future.. Enh... can be enjoyable, but the game is clunky, difficult to play in long settings, and seems designed to give
you carpal tunnel syndrome.. Simple but effective art theory lesson with PSDs of the finished painting to keep.
Watching the video, time genuinely seemed to slow down in five minutes.
I have a few of the Presents: series and enjoy Robotpencil provides tools to approach creative work, not just the technical.
Makes me want to watch the next.
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+ engaging combat
+ stylish art

- short
- a bit unbalanced. Good shoot 'em up. The graphics are sharp (and look cool), it reminded me a lot of Alien Hominid. The
game itself is, like I said, pretty good but straightforward. You just press and hold Space to shoot, ocassionally press X to use
your powers and Control to grab bigger enemies (and press Space some more). The goal is to keep enemies from flying past
you. If you let 50 pass, it's game over. If you can keep them off you're awarded a medal. So nothing groundbreaking.
However, I wish there was a little bit more variation in enemies (and enemy designs as well). But it's a solid game nonetheless.
Would I recommend it ? No. Unless you're really into shoot 'em ups, that is.

[Rating: 62\/100]. I mean... as part of the season pass it's okay... I wouldn't pay \u00a35 for it though it's kind
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This game offers good laughs, some clever puzzles and hell of a good time, all for
a very reasonable price. Ye'd be a fool not to check this one out.

I wouldn't mind a sequel, too!. I downloaded this for my daughter and she loves it!. THE WORST GAME EVER!!! I was
enjoying it until THE END which SUCKS well beyond anything you can imagine and makes playing the whole game a TOTAL
WASTE OF TIME... I have gamed for DECADES and this is the only video game I have ever played IN MY LIFE that I
regreted starting.... Could have ended it SEVERAL different ways!!! And they choose the absolute WORST.... They should
even be allowed to make games any more... Yes it's that bad.... This game is really good, great story line with a accurate
background. Multiplayer is awsome too basically like battlefield but these days the multiplay is dead. To bad no plays it
anymore well it is 5 years old. Great game in my opinion.
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